Ethical Principles, Criminal Law
Enforcement Support &
Compliance Rules
for working with law enforcement officers, the SEC, Interpol,
FINRA, DOJ, USSS, the media, customers & partners
worldwide via 1irstgold.com, 1irstcoin, LLC, & 1irstGold USA
dba of MH, LLC
Ethical Agreement
1irstgold.com and 1irstgoldUSA.com shareholders and team members advocate
socially responsible behavior, diverse workforces, minority emphasis, and 50/50 men
and women at the top. Our donations to the TimesUp fund and #MeToo have helped
officials arrest and criminally convict offenders, placing them in prison. Our focus is
centered around helping society and contributing to the world with profits. We support
law enforcement and donate to officers' funds to promote white-collar convictions and
uncover digital fraud.
Our associated partners and affiliated traders do not sell securities and therefore do not
issue any capital measures like an Individual Coin Offering (ICO), Continued Coin
Offering (CCO), Initial Public Offering (IPO), or similar measures. The digital unit named
"1GOLD" is a unit of account (token) that any person can purchase online.
It then serves exclusively to secure a uniform global settlement (a purchase) to benefit
its users on the Ethereum blockchain. The person can go to any of our ATM's and get
out real gold. This is a simple procedure.
The user of digital 1GOLD units of account (tokens) keeps all assets under their control
and in their possession. A purchase and a sale are generally decentralized (meaning
the accounts on the blockchain are worldwide - thus protecting from having all
information in only one location) and for the user's private account using digital 1GOLD
units of account (tokens). The safety, security, and transparency of the blockchain are
essential - and it is POWER. We recommend using a hard digital wallet on a USB stick.
A person can transfer smaller amounts into a cell phone (a soft digital wallet) as is
needed. We do not recommend a person walk around town with $5,000.00 in cash in
their back pocket or pocketbook - to minimize risk. We believe this is standard advice
for tourists and anyone and widely accepted in 190 countries on earth. The same goes
for digital holdings.
1irstgold.com and 1irstgoldusa.com have no return promises or take-back guarantees at
a fixed price or on a fixed date. It is fraudulent to say otherwise to anyone, the

media, or reporters and will not be tolerated. For this reason, we
openly publish it. The purchase price of a digital 1GOLD units of
account (tokens) is determined exclusively by the gram price
for .999 fine gold from demand and supply on the market. The
following source is used as a reference and redemption value
for billing purposes:
https://www.coinmarketcap.com/currencies/1irstgold/markets/
1GOLD digital units of account (tokens) do not reproduce
a financial instrument, but merely embody a voucher that
enables the right to purchase a particular product at a
certain point in time - at the owner's free choice in the network on a global level.
Specifically, the following is deemed to be binding:
"A digital 1GOLD unit of account (token) exclusively embodies the right to issue one
gram of .999 fine gold in bar or coin form in the network of 1irstgold.com and
1irstgoldusa.com. 1GOLD = 1 gram of gold.
Purchase in the global 1irstgold ATM network takes place in the smallest unit of 20
grams of bankable fine gold bars or coins, which requires the possession of 20 digital
1GOLD tokens for purchase. For the use of the ATM network, the holder of 1GOLD
tokens also pays a fee in the amount of 0.085 tokens per gram of gold issued. Thus, the
purchase for the minimum issue of 20 grams of fine gold bars or coins requires delivery
of 21.7 tokens. Unused digital 1GOLD tokens can be sold back by the holder at any
time at the current value. The return of digital 1GOLD tokens is guaranteed for an
unlimited period by all trading partners in the 1irstgold network across borders. "
The use of 1irstgold (1GOLD - digital units of account) ERC20 tokens serve the
following purpose and are subject to the following conditions:
1. The benefit of uniform global processing for the purchase of precious metals
based on blockchain technology, especially for the digital 1GOLD unit of account
(token), which takes on the function of a voucher for the purchase of gold bars
and coins in a global vending machine network (ATM's) and on the Ethereum
platform ERC 20 standard act.

2. 1irstgold guarantees unlimited validity and usability in favor of the respective
owner who manages and stores their digital 1GOLD units of account (tokens) on
their account in an ERC20-capable wallet. The developers of 1irstgold (1irstcoin,
LLC) only recommend storage in a wallet of the "Trust" brand from Binance. This
wallet is available for download free of charge for all Android, IOS, and desktop
versions on 1irstgoldusa.com and 1irstgold.com.
3. A loss and expiry of digital 1GOLD units of account (tokens) can nearly be ruled
out 100% if the trust wallet is appropriately used.

4. The return of unused digital 1GOLD units of account (tokens)
is guaranteed 365 days a year and 24 hours a day. Any
1GOLD holder can return and convert their tokens into
USDT (US Tether, 1: 1 US dollars) at any time via the
websites of 1irstgoldusa.com and 1irstgold.com.
Besides, the 1GOLD token's owner can redeem them
via the typical trading venues of p2pb2b.io and
vindax.com. The fees and costs are incumbent on the
provider of the respective exchange sites. The
regulations referring to anti-money laundering (AML), know
your bank (KYB) and know your customer (KYC) must be
observed for all uses. Also, any country-specific customs, taxation, and regional
regulations apply to the trading and acquiring precious metals, such as an
anonymous purchase up to a regionally determined upper limit. We actively
report suspicious activities and work with law enforcement authorities to arrest,
convict, and imprison (ACI). Our high-profile donations to law enforcement
authorities are active events for us.
5. The trading and redemption of digital 1GOLD units of account (tokens) are
generally barrier-free and unlimited. This means that, for example, a user from
Switzerland can also use the systems in North America or Asia under the same
conditions. It is easy to stop at an ATM and get out gold.
6. Digital 1GOLD units of account (tokens) are forgery-proof and exist only once.
The digital recording is based on a unique key on the ERC20 standard of the
Ethereum blockchain. The user can verify the authenticity of digital units of
account at any time at etherscan.io. The following link serves as a binding
reference:
https://etherscan.io/token/0xda4129919f964a3a526d3182bb03e6449e5a8872
7. Over-the-counter (OTC) trading only takes place with merchants who have been
verified and identified on the websites of 1irstgold.com and 1irstgoldusa.com.
These dealers are authorized to issue vouchers against payment (cash and noncash & cryptocurrencies) to purchase precious metals. If a fraudulent dealer
claims they are authorized and is not listed on our real websites, we will actively
raid their establishment with weaponized law enforcement personnel.
The above uniform provisions and regulations serve as the basis for all business
relationships between our dealers and customers. The 1irstgold network operators
assume the responsibility to act according to these ethical and legal conditions with the
highest priority. Dealers, traders, team members, and legal employees will adhere to
them and report violations.
The operators observe international rules, regulations, and provisions according to
AML, KYB, and KYC and all associated regional individual provisions and regulations.

1irstgold systemically unifies trading in and with precious metals on a global level. Our
goals are NOT TO CREATE a fake offering with fraudulent speculation but simply to
make gold bars and coins available to the everyday person at a safe machine. We
actively use X-ray Fluorescence examination of all gold bars and coins and do not
advocate any purchases from conflict associated gold. We report such findings to the
United Nations and all authorities regardless of our purchase or not.
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